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Ross River virus (RRV) is a mosquito-

borne alphavirus that causes 

outbreaks of polyarthritic disease 

in humans in most regions of Australia.1 It 

is generally most active in the south-west of 

Western Australia (WA) between September 

and May.2,3 The extent of this activity, however, 

is largely dependent on environmental 

conditions that favour vector mosquito 

breeding and other key components of the 

transmission cycle.4-6 Previous epidemics 

of RRV in the south-west of WA have been 

preceded by high tides or unusually heavy 

late spring and summer rains, which have 

enabled the breeding of large numbers of 

Aedes camptorhynchus (Thomson) and/or 

Aedes vigilax (Skuse) mosquitoes in seasonal 

wetlands and tidal salt marshes along the 

south-west coast of WA.6,7

Despite the fact that mosquitoes are known 

to breed in these ecosystems, residential 

developments continue to be built close 

to these wetlands where problems with 

RRV disease would be expected to occur. 
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Geographic Information Systems used to describe 

the link between the risk of Ross River virus infection 

and proximity to the Leschenault estuary, WA

Abstract

Objective: To investigate the relationship 

between risk of Ross River virus (RRV) 

infection and proximity to mosquito-

breeding habitat surrounding a tidal 

wetland ecosystem in south-west Australia.

Methods: Geographic information systems 

(GIS) were used to spatially map cases 

of RRV disease in the Leschenault region 

between July 1995 and June 1996. Half 

kilometre buffer zones were constructed 

around the Leschenault Estuary and 

associated waterways; RRV disease case 

counts were calculated for each zone.

Results: Different relationships between 

RRV disease incidence and proximity to 

saltmarsh mosquito habitat were observed 

east of the Leschenault Estuary compared 

with an urban region to the south. Disease 

incidence showed a decreasing trend 

away from eastern margins of the Estuary, 

particularly for the first 2 km. In the urban 

region, RRV disease risk was low close to 

the Estuary, but increased further out and 

remained steady across the remainder of 

that region.

Conclusions: The findings support an 

increased risk of contracting RRV disease 

for people residing close to eastern 

margins of the Leschenault Estuary.

Implications: This study highlights how 

historical data combined with GIS can 

improve understanding of the epidemiology 

of RRV disease. This has a valuable role 

in assessing the risk of mosquito-borne 

disease for land-use planning.

Key words: Ross River virus, proximity 

to waterway, Geographic Information 

Systems, risk assessment, Western 

Australia
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This highlights the need to better understand and document the 

relationship between RRV disease incidence and proximity to 

wetlands. Such information will be an important resource for local 

governments and planning authorities to manage health risks for new 

residential developments near natural mosquito breeding habitats 

and to guide implementation of mosquito management programs. 

The work will also contribute to our understanding of how areas 

at risk of vector-borne disease may change if predicted climate-

associated changes in the boundaries of tidal wetlands8 occur.

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) allow the input, storage, 

manipulation and analyses of spatial data.9,10 GIS have a number of 

public health applications and are especially useful in examining 

relationships between disease incidence and environmental 

variables.10 GIS have been used to investigate spatial relationships of 

a number of vector-borne diseases, their vectors and environmental 

factors predisposing to outbreaks.11-15 Indeed, Muhar et al.15 used 

GIS to identify relationships between the proportion of wetlands 

and bushland in suburbs of Brisbane and the infection rate of RRV, 

while Ryan et al.16 demonstrated a spatial relationship between 

incidence of RRV disease and intense mosquito biting activity in 

Redland Shire, southern Queensland. However, the relationship 

between the incidence of RRV disease and distance from wetland 

ecosystems has not, to our knowledge, been examined in detail.

This present study, therefore, aimed to develop a methodological 

approach for examining the spatial relationship between the 

incidence of RRV disease and proximity to a mosquito-breeding 

habitat − the Leschenault Estuary, a large wetland ecosystem north 

of Bunbury, WA. We took advantage of some of the most complete 

RRV disease data available, from one of the largest outbreaks of RRV 

in WA that occurred in the south-west in 1995-1996.7 It represented 

a powerful notification dataset, including enhanced surveillance to 

determine likely place of exposure to RRV-infected mosquitoes. 

Data were collected in a form amenable to precise geocoding. In 

addition, given that the boundaries of the Leschenault Estuary have 

not changed between this data being collected and analysed, these 

findings remain relevant to understanding the local epidemiology 

of RRV disease around this estuary.

Methods
Study area

Two major regions in south-west Western Australia were affected 

by an outbreak of RRV disease in 1995-96: Leschenault and Capel-

Busselton, on the Swan Coastal Plain between 165-190 km and 

190-230 km, respectively, south of Perth. Detailed descriptions of 

the geography of both regions and aspects pertaining to mosquito 

breeding and ecology of vector-borne diseases have been described  

previously.17

The Leschenault Estuary was chosen as the main focus for the 

study, as a considerable proportion of the RRV disease cases in this 

epidemic were close to this waterway and the estuary had a well-

defined boundary. The estuary is one of the largest waterways in 

south-west WA. Two river systems (Collie and Brunswick Rivers) 

flow into the estuary and a third (Preston River) has been diverted 

into it (Figure 1). The estuary is connected to the Indian Ocean 

by a man-made cut and, along with the lower reaches of the rivers 

that flow into it, is subject to tidal influences. The margins of these 

waterways are characterised by substantial areas of tidal saltmarsh. 

The estuary and associated waterways are used extensively for 

recreational activities including fishing, swimming and boating.

Disease data
A dataset of human cases of RRV disease from the Leschenault, 

Capel and Busselton regions in south-west WA between 1 July 1995 

and 30 June 1996 was compiled from laboratory-confirmed cases. 

The criteria for notification of RRV disease cases to the Department 

of Health (DoH) required detection of virus in a clinical specimen, 

a fourfold or greater rise in serum antibody titres between acute and 

convalescent sera, or the detection of IgM specific antibodies. Cases 

were notified to the DoH by medical practitioners and/or diagnosed 

by the WA Centre for Pathology and Medical Research (PathCentre 

WA). Each case was recorded by date of onset rather than date of 

notification in order to provide a more accurate estimate of the 

timing of exposure to infected mosquitoes. However, for cases in 

which an estimate of the date of onset was not recorded, this was 

assumed to be the same as the date of notification.

A total of 524 cases were included in the dataset defined above. 

Figure 1: Map showing the Leschenault Estuary and 
surrounds.

Vally et al. Article
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Of these, 389 cases (74.2 %) were interviewed by local government 

environmental health officers using an enhanced surveillance 

questionnaire to facilitate collection of additional data indicating 

potential places and timing of exposure to RRV. These data, in turn, 

were interpreted by experienced mosquito-borne disease control 

staff to determine a most likely time and location of exposure, 

taking into account incubation period of RRV, recall of exposure to 

biting mosquitoes, travel history and relative risk of RRV disease 

in different regions of Western Australia at the time. Cases were 

included in this dataset if the Leschenault, Capel or Busselton 

areas were indicated as the likely place of exposure to RRV. For 

those cases for which information about likely place of exposure 

was not available, cases were included in the dataset if the place of 

residence was within the study region.

Geocoding of disease data
The dataset created for spatial analyses consisted of all cases for 

which data relating to place of exposure or residential address could 

be precisely geocoded. That is, if exposure data were collected and 

geocodable to a specific cadastral lot (a legally defined property 

boundary), the co-ordinates of the cadastral centroid were ascribed 

to the case. In instances where residential data was given precisely 

(street number and name) and exposure data was indicated as the 

same street (but with no street number), it was assumed that these 

locations were identical, and the co-ordinates of the residential 

cadastral lot centroid were ascribed to the case. If exposure data 

could not be precisely geocoded (or was not available) and residential 

address was geocodable to an exact location (and within the region 

of interest) then the co-ordinates for the residential cadastral lot 

centroid were ascribed to the case. In addition, if place of exposure 

data or residential data were not given as an exact location but could 

be pinpointed with reasonable confidence (e.g. a street corner within 

250 metres) then these cases were also geocoded. All other cases 

were excluded from the dataset for spatial analyses. Thus, the size 

of the dataset for spatial analyses was 371 cases.

Waterway analyses
To investigate the relationship between proximity to waterways 

where mosquito-breeding habitat was known to occur and the 

incidence of RRV disease, spatially-mapped waterways from 

orthorectified aerial imagery were acquired from the Department of 

Land Information (Government of Western Australian) for sections 

within the study area. This imagery was registered and imported into 

the MapInfo GIS software (MapInfo Professional Version 7.0). 

The waterways of interest, as identified by Wright,18 were digitised 

from the registered imagery into polygons for buffering analyses.

Because of the influence of tidal inundation of salt marshes along 

the lower reaches of the river systems connected to the Leschenault 

Estuary, these systems were included in waterway analyses. That is, 

the Leschenault Estuary was extended to include short sections of 

the Collie and Brunswick River systems as well as a section of the 

Preston River subject to tidal flooding. Half-kilometre buffer zones 

were constructed up to a distance of 10 km from the high water 

mark of the Leschenault Estuary and associated waterways, and 

RRV disease case counts were calculated for each of these zones.

The estimated population for each of these buffer zones was 

based on the 1996 ABS Census Data. The collection district (CD) 

boundaries were split to the buffer zones based on geographic 

overlap. The split CDs were then aggregated to estimate the total 

population per 500-metre buffer from the Estuary. Incidence rates 

for each buffer zone were calculated by dividing the number of 

cases within the buffer zone by the estimated residential population 

within this zone. In order to better delineate the relationship between 

RRV disease incidence and proximity to the Leschenault Estuary, 

separate analyses were conducted for urban Bunbury and the area 

east of the Leschenault Estuary.

RRV incidence and population data were initially determined in 

buffers out to 10 km from the estuary. However, the analysis was 

limited to 7.5 km in view of the fact that beyond 7.5 km east of the 

estuary the main land-use is broad acre farming and the resident 

population was too low to enable calculation of statistically robust 

attack rates. Additionally, a different ecosystem with sources of 

mosquitoes from other wetland habitats occurs beyond 7.5 km south 

of Bunbury. Therefore including data beyond that distance would 

have introduced confounding factors.

The association between RRV infection and distance from the 

waterway was examined using a Poisson generalised linear model. 

We fitted a log-linear model to counts of infected individuals with 

buffer zone as the predictor. Population was included as an offset. We 

estimated the model and point-wise 95% confidence intervals using 

the statistical software package R version 2.10.1 (R Development 

Core Team, Vienna, Austria, 2009).

Results
Descriptive epidemiology

The major outbreak of RRV disease that occurred in the south-

west of WA during 1995/96 has been described previously.7 Within 

the Leschenault and Capel-Busselton regions there were 524 cases 

of RRV disease notified between July 1995 and June 1996, with 

an attack rate estimated to be 0.74%. A total of 273 males and 251 

females were clinically infected during this outbreak, yielding a 

ratio of male to female cases of 1.1:1.0. Information regarding the 

age of infected individuals was available for 517 cases, with RRV 

disease found to most commonly affect those between 40 and 49 

years of age. The outbreak peaked in January and February 1996 

(244 and 136 cases, respectively).

Criteria for ascribing co-ordinates
The number (and percentage) of cases in each category used to 

ascribe co-ordinates for the 371 cases in the spatial analysis were as 

follows: place of exposure geocoded to a cadastre lot: 48 (12.9%); 

residential address precisely geocodable and the same as place of 

exposure: 64 (17.3%); residential address geocoded to a cadastre 

lot: 247 (66.6%); place of exposure or residential address geocoded 

to street level (within 250 metres): 12 (3.2%). Thus, only 12.9% of 

Methods  Risk of Ross River virus and proximity to the Leschenault Estuary
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cases included in the analysis were known to have resided outside 

the study region and at least 83% of geocoded cases resided within 

the study region. Therefore, although subsequent calculations 

of infection rates within 500 m buffers around waterways were 

based on resident population only, the potential error introduced 

by including non-resident cases (who were exposed in the region) 

is likely to have been small. The 25.8% of RRV cases for which 

no exposure data was available were evenly distributed throughout 

the study region so it is unlikely that this was a further source of 

uncertainty in calculating exposure rates.

Waterway analyses
Table 1 summarises the crude RRV disease incidence rate per 

1,000 persons calculated for each buffer zone up to 7.5 km from 

the Leschenault Estuary. Disease incidence showed no obvious 

pattern when all cases surrounding the Estuary were considered. 

However, more detailed inspection of the spatial plot of RRV disease 

cases suggested distinct clusters of high incidence within the area 

surrounding the Leschenault Estuary (Figure 2). Specifically, the 

cases to the east of the Estuary appeared to cluster separately to those 

in urban Bunbury. Therefore, to further delineate the relationship 

between proximity to waterway and RRV disease incidence, separate 

analyses for the area east of the Leschenault Estuary and urban 

Bunbury were undertaken. Aggregating the smaller urban residential 

lots of Bunbury separately from larger rural lots created the region 

for urban Bunbury. The eastern extent of the Leschenault Estuary 

included the entire region to the east and north of the estuary, with 

the southern boundary of this subregion bordering on the urban lot 

grouping of the Bunbury subregion (Figure 2).

Figures 3 and 4 show the empirical relationship between proximity 

to the Leschenault Estuary and RRV disease incidence for the area 

east of the Estuary and for urban Bunbury, respectively, as well as 

Poisson regression models. The removal of the influence of urban 

Bunbury suggested a strong RRV disease incidence gradient for 

the first 2 km from the Leschenault Estuary for those cases east of 

the estuary (Figure 3). Beyond this, despite an aberration at 2.5 km 

from the estuary where the incidence rate spiked to 8.5 cases per 

1,000, both the number of cases and resident populations in buffers 

fell considerably, resulting in much lower incidence rates and less 

robust estimates of incidences. Poisson regression confirmed a 

disease incidence gradient for those cases east of the estuary, with 

a 22% reduction in the rate of disease per km increased distance 

from the Estuary (p=0.002).

In contrast, the examination of the empirical relationship between 

proximity to the Leschenault Estuary and RRV disease incidence 

for urban Bunbury provided little evidence for the influence of the 

estuary on risk of disease (Figure 4). Indeed, the results suggest that 

the risk of disease was actually lower within 1.5 km of the southern 

end of the Estuary and that thereafter the risk of disease increased 

but showed no discernable pattern across the urban area. Poisson 

regression was consistent with this, with no significant relationship 

found (p=0.544).

Discussion
The major objective of this investigation was to develop 

methodology to investigate the relationship between close proximity 

to particular wetlands and an increased risk for RRV disease. 

Although such a relationship has a solid ecological basis, there 

are few studies that have addressed this issue in detail. Credible 

scientific evidence demonstrating this association is required in 

order to inform local government and planning authorities of high 

risk wetlands so that appropriate strategies to minimise the risk of 

contracting RRV disease in areas close to these wetlands can be 

implemented. Additionally, more detailed information regarding 

the nature of the relationship between the proximity to wetlands 

Table 1: RRV cases, no of persons and RRV disease incidence rate per 1000 persons for each 500m buffer in the entire 
(combined) Leschenault region and eastern Estuary and Urban Bunbury subregions.

    Entire Leschenault region      Eastern estuary region     Urban Bunbury region
Buffer (km) RRV 

cases
Total 

persons
RRV 

rate/1000
RRV 

cases
Total 

persons
RRV 

rate/1000
RRV 

cases
Total 

persons
RRV 

rate/1000
0.5 46 6,048 7.6 46 6,048 7.6 0 0 -

1.0 23 4,023 5.7 23 4,004 5.7 0 19 0.0

1.5 10 1,867 5.4 10 1,858 5.4 0 9 0.0

2.0 6 1,512 4.0 3 967 3.1 3 545 5.5

2.5 11 1,988 5.5 6 705 8.5 5 1,283 3.9

3.0 6 2,220 2.7 2 571 3.5 4 1,649 2.4

3.5 7 2,485 2.8 1 413 2.4 6 2,072 2.9

4.0 18 2,899 6.2 0 408 0.0 18 2,491 7.2

4.5 15 2,559 5.9 1 343 2.9 14 2,216 6.3

5.0 9 2,835 3.2 0 402 0.0 9 2,433 3.7

5.5 15 3,273 4.6 1 538 1.9 14 2,735 5.1

6.0 9 2,406 3.7 0 398 0.0 9 2,008 4.5

6.5 14 2,192 6.4 0 337 0.0 14 1,855 7.5

7.0 10 2,130 4.7 0 188 0.0 10 1,942 5.1

7.5 7 1,862 3.8 3 393 7.6 4 1,469 2.7

Totals 206 40,299 5.1 96 17,573 5.5 110 22,726 4.8

Vally et al. Article
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Figure 2: Map of Leschenault region showing location 
of geocoded RRV disease cases, 0.5 km buffers around 
major tidal waterways and boundaries of the eastern 
estuary and urban ‘sub-regions’ of the study area.

Figure 3: Incidence of RRV disease per 1,000 persons 
in 500m buffers away from the Leschenault Estuary and 
tidal sections of the Collie, Brunswick and Preston Rivers, 
for the eastern Estuary subregion. Poisson regression 
model with 95% confidence intervals is also shown.

Figure 4: Incidence of RRV disease per 1,000 persons 
in 500m buffers away from the Leschenault Estuary and 
tidal sections of the Collie, Brunswick and Preston Rivers, 
for the urban Bunbury subregion. Poisson regression 
model with 95% confidence intervals is also shown.

and RRV infection risk is required in order to focus prevention and 

control strategies. Finally, the associated changes in incidence and 

distribution of vector-borne diseases that may occur in Australia as a 

result of changing climate8 is a further driver to better understanding 

the epidemiology of these diseases.

The epidemic of RRV disease in south-west Western Australia in 

1995-19967 is one of the largest epidemics on record in that region 

and provided an ideal source of high quality surveillance data for 

this project. Despite the fact that this data is some 15 years old, it 

provided a unique dataset containing geocodable notification data 

in order to explore the use of GIS to examine the epidemiology of 

RRV disease surrounding wetlands known to be mosquito-breeding 

habitats. Furthermore, the Leschenault Estuary appeared to provide 

an ideal wetland around which to examine RRV infection risk, as 

there were a large number of cases in the area surrounding this 

wetland during this outbreak and this mosquito breeding habitat 

had been well defined.18 As GIS technology facilitates the easy 

measurement of distances between multiple features of interest, 

this provided the ideal tool to measure the distances between the 

locations of multiple RRV disease cases and the irregular perimeter 

of the Leschenault Estuary. Thus, incidence rates for RRV disease 

and proximity to this wetland could be examined in a straightforward 

manner.

The major finding from this study was evidence that the risk of 

RRV disease in the Leschenault region is elevated in close proximity 

to the Leschenault Estuary. Analyses focusing on the region east of 

the Leschenault Estuary suggested a strong disease risk gradient 

for the first 2 km from the estuary. Poisson regression confirmed 

a relationship between disease incidence and distance from the 

Methods  Risk of Ross River virus and proximity to the Leschenault Estuary
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estuary for this region. The presence of an elevated risk of disease 

close to the estuary which decreased as one moved further away 

was consistent with our expectations and our understanding of 

the ecology of RRV disease in this region in which the saltmarsh 

mosquito Ae. camptorhynchus is a major vector.7

In contrast, analyses of the urban Bunbury region did not provide 

evidence supporting an influence of the estuary on disease risk, with 

the disease risk being very low closest to the southern end of the 

estuary and then increasing and remaining relatively constant across 

the remainder of the urban area. The apparent lack of influence of 

the estuary on RRV disease in Bunbury may reflect the fact that 

mosquito-breeding habitat along the southern margin of the estuary 

has all but disappeared as a result of construction of Bunbury 

Harbour and associated infrastructure.

Two explanations for the observation of a relatively even risk 

of RRV disease across the remainder of the urban environment 

seem most likely. Firstly, this may reflect the influence of urban or 

peridomestic mosquitoes within urban Bunbury. Aedes notoscriptus 

(Skuse), a known vector species19 with limited dispersal capability20 

has been collected in Bunbury during outbreaks of RRV disease 

and has yielded RRV (Lindsay, M.D.A., unpublished results). 

Alternatively, one or more fresh water wetlands within urban 

Bunbury, not included in these analyses, may have enabled breeding 

of secondary vectors of RRV, such as Culex annulirostris (Skuse),19 

which subsequently dispersed into surrounding suburbs during the 

outbreak. Spatial distribution of both species was found to differ 

from that of saltmarsh mosquitoes in previous studies in urban 

environments in eastern Australia.21

In order to perform the analyses described in this study, buffer 

zones were created around the Leschenault Estuary. RRV cases 

within these buffer zones were then counted and the resident 

population estimated in order to calculate incidence rates. 

Although the Leschenault Estuary appeared to be a good choice 

for the waterway analyses, based on the availability of spatial 

data accurately describing the perimeter of the waterway, and the 

relatively large number of RRV disease cases surrounding it, the 

choice of this estuary for these analyses ultimately proved to be 

problematic. Incidence rates for RRV disease in many of the buffer 

zones surrounding this waterway were actually low, with large 

associated uncertainties, due to the large size of the estuary and 

hence the large area encompassed by buffer zones and the relatively 

small number of residents within several buffer zones surrounding 

the estuary. In addition, the area surrounding the Leschenault 

Estuary represented a complex ecosystem. Urban Bunbury was 

located to the south and clearly represented a separate and distinct 

environment when compared with the area east of the Leschenault 

Estuary. Compounding this, several river systems fed into the 

estuary and therefore a number of arbitrary judgements needed to 

be made as to how to best define the perimeter of the waterway for 

the purpose of analysis, which clearly added an additional source of 

uncertainty to the analyses. Finally, there were several small water 

bodies within the area encompassed by the buffer zones surrounding 

the Leschenault Estuary, which were not taken into account in 

the analyses, and these may have confounded the examination of 

the relationship between RRV disease risk and proximity to the 

Leschenault Estuary.

In addition to limitations that were directly linked to the choice 

of the Leschenault Estuary, there were also limitations inherent in 

the study methodology. First, the calculation of the populations 

residing within buffer zones was subject to a considerable amount 

of uncertainty. Populations within buffer zones were estimated by 

the extent of geographic overlap between census collection districts 

and these zones. This clearly represented a crude approximation 

and therefore may have been a significant source of error when 

calculating incidence rates. Second, the study region, being a tourist 

area, was subject to the large influx of people on holiday (particularly 

during summer, when most cases were recorded), which could not be 

factored into the calculation of incidence rates within buffer zones.

It is important to note that data for this project were obtained 

from an enhanced surveillance database which contained 

more detailed information for those cases for which enhanced 

surveillance interviews were completed. This included a more 

accurate assessment of the date of onset of RRV disease as well as 

the recording of the place at which cases were most likely to have 

been infected with RRV. The collection of this enhanced surveillance 

data is important in the context of RRV disease, as individuals were 

frequently shown to have been infected at locations other than 

their place of residence, whilst visiting areas close to mosquito 

breeding sites, and thus routine notification data may provide a 

false representation of the epidemiology of the disease, which then 

may misinform risk assessment, prevention and control measures. 

Despite the limitations, the present study provides a useful starting 

point for refining methodologies for examining the relationship 

between proximity to waterways and risk of RRV disease infection. 

Specifically, if surveillance data is to be used for spatial analyses, 

then a greater effort needs to be made to collect place of exposure 

data (or residential data) in a form that is geocodable. It is also 

important that there are sufficient disease cases in the dataset for the 

period being analysed (so that there is sufficient power to delineate 

any spatial relationships that may exist). Additionally, sufficiently 

detailed information about ecologically relevant perimeters of the 

waterways of interest is also important, so that the boundaries which 

define the waterway for the purpose of analyses can be determined 

with confidence. Furthermore, a good understanding of the local 

ecology of the land surrounding the waterway is required in order 

to direct analyses and to assist in the interpretation of findings.22

Finally, it may need to be accepted that there will always be 

uncertainties associated with the determination of the underlying 

population within buffer zones for the calculation of incidence rates. 

Strategies to minimise these uncertainties need to be explored for 

future studies. For example, GIS can quickly calculate the number 

of dwellings within a given area. Therefore, it may be simpler and 

more accurate to calculate incidence rates per dwelling within these 

‘artificial’ boundaries for similar studies in the future. However, if 

the region of interest is a tourist area, such as was the case in the 

present study, then the transient influx of people into the study 
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area will also present a challenge in the accurate calculation of 

incidence rates.

In conclusion, the present study provided evidence suggesting that 

there was an increased risk of contracting RRV disease associated 

with either residing, or pursuing activities, in close proximity to 

Leschenault Estuary. Despite the fact that salt marsh mosquitoes are 

capable of travelling several kilometres,23 the results of the analysis 

suggested that in this instance the increased risk of contracting RRV 

disease was strongly associated with a proximity of 1-2 km from 

the eastern boundary of the Estuary. Clearly, other factors such as 

vegetation (providing harbourage and dispersal corridors for vector 

mosquitoes) and prevailing winds, as well as the mosquito species 

themselves, can influence the distances that mosquitoes may travel. 

Thus future studies should consider these factors, together with 

the distribution, abundance and immune status of vertebrate hosts.
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